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Mr Cooper

States:Mr Cooper

. I amllyears of age.

1.

My full name is

2.

I make this statement in the belief that the information I provide to the police
cannot be used against me in any future court proceedings.

3.

Today 13 May 2006 police have shown me a blue coloured exercise book, inside
a brown paper bag, there is also an A4 piece of paper with it with drawings on it.
The reference number for this item is,

'Crime Department Exhibit

EMU12347001 O'.
4.

I recognise this book as being a book I used to write some notes on the way I was
feeling during my time spent in the -Hospital i n - between.
October 2005 and INovember 2005.

5.

All of the handwriting inside the exercise book is mine. The notes in the book
make reference to my relationship with Milad Mokbel. It was written as a letter
which was never sent It was just a letter to relieve fiustrations I was feeling at
the time. I initially thought of sending this letter to Milad but I thought that the
repercussions would be devastating, so I put this notebook away with various
other incriminating pieces of paper, including diagrams of glassware which I
would give to people who I could trust.

6.

I believe these notes were retrieved from Steve Cvetanoski's house by police, as I
used his house to store these kinds of items as he has never been in trouble with
the law before.

7.

I have re-read the notes in this book today. There are a number of people I refer
to in this book:

Mr Thon

Jacque, Carl, Kabbi, Max and George B.

M Thom

r

Mr Cooper

.

refers to

Mr Thoma>

-
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Mr Thomas

'Jacque' refers to Jacque Elhage. Carl refers to Carl Williams. 'K.abbi'

refers to K.abalan Mokbel.

I do not know 'Max's surname. I do not know

'George B's surname. I also refer to Jason Moran in the notes.

8.

to-

These notes are in fact a letter to Milad Mokbel which I wrote in hospital while
I was very emotional at this point, due
-

While in this frame of mind it occurred to me all the missed dealings

that I had done with Milad. I had to write these down in order to discuss them
with Milad at some stage, as the aggravation toward him getting the better of me
every time had become unbearable. To sum up the notes, it's basically a direct
assault and contempt for the way Milad has treated me. Milad has never seen
these notes, nor have I discussed them with him. I wrote these not intending for
anybody to see them, just as a way to release anger.

9.

The diagrams on the A4 piece of paper were drawn by me. They are diagrams of
glassware drawn by me for Milad Mokbel.

They were items of glassware I

needed for a cook. They were drawn around the 1 to 10 October 2005. They
would have been for 'The Grove' cook, as glassware was damaged during the
dismantling of the Newlands Road cook as dealing with fact that-the elderly
gentleman from the Newlands Road property had died, and packing up was done
swiftly. Milad did touch the paper.

10.

I showed Milad the piece of paper, and together we went through the items. I
crossed off the items that Milad said he could not get for me. He was going to get
the other items from Dennis, the chemical supplier that Milad Mokbel has kept
from me from our initial association over the manufacture of amphetamine.

11.

I have seen this Dennis on one occasion at the Grove Coffee shop. He was
leaving with Horty Mokbel as I was walking in. I had never seen him before and
asked Tony Bayeh who was in the coffee shop who he was. He told me he didn't
know, 'some bloke called Dennis'. It occurred to me at that point that was the

Mr Cooper
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Dennis I was never supposed to meet. Having seen him I will not forget his face
as I tried hard to keep that image having felt that if the opportunity were to
present itself I would approach him and introduce myself.

12.

Dennis was a short man, about 5 foot 5, he is in his late 50's, of Anglo Saxon

descent, dark, died hair, and he wore glasses. He also has the face of a heavy
drinker.
Mr Cooper

Mr Cooper

Statement taken :
r,y
Me this ( day or August :.!UUO at Melbourne.

Dale Flynn
Detective Sergeant 26168
I hereby acknowledge that this statement is true and correct and I make it in the belief
that a person making a false statement in the circumstances is liable to the penalties of
perjury.

Mr Cooper

Mr Cooper

Acknowledgem~t W.GU\7 auu ::l.l~w·c: witnessed

By me this

6

Day of August 2006 at Melbourne.

Dale Flynn
Detective Sergeant 26168
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